MAPP Health Home Tracking System Release 3.2 Defects Fixed (11/22/2019)
1. CMA user can now create segments through Children’s Referral Portal when a child already has a HH
assignment.
2. If a member has a non-physical county of fiscal responsibility (i.e. 97, 66) and is FFS, the system now looks
to the member's zip code to make an appropriate HH pending assignment when the member is referred in.
3. Member Search Report (PDF download version) now includes Opt-out and Transfer info.
4. When creating a segment on a transfer record, a new validation appears if only a consenter is entered with
no consent to enroll date.
5. The CIN Search Download Screen no longer gives an ‘Unhandled Server’ even though it was always
producing results that could be downloaded.
6. The system now allows MCPs to upload an Engagement Optimization flag and a change of HH in the same
line of a MCP Final HH Assignment File.
7. The system no longer allows a change in CMA or HH when submitting a ‘M’ record.
8. The Program Participation file naming convention has been changed to be consistent with other files.
9. Health Homes can now submit an E-record to end an active or pending CMA assignment.
10. The validation is fixed that blocks the creation of an active (O or E) segment overlapping with a pended
MCP assignment.
11. The assignment batch is updated to end-date pending assignments when an active segment is created.
12. The system cancels a pending pended CMA segment when a pending active enrollment segment is created.
13. The system prevents the creation of overlapping HH assignments.
14. When a MCP creates a HH assignment for a member who is pended, the system ensures that the MCP
assignment becomes active.
15. The BSU error file shows the error in the error field correctly.
16. MMISID 01421250 displays correctly as ‘Fidelis Care’.
17. When a ‘Pended’ assignment flips to ‘Active’, the system blanks out the pend reason.
18. The system does not allow any backend code on the front end.
19. Error messages have been corrected to ensure that they don’t contain any special characters.
20. Additional wording has been added to the expanded HH+ question. When clicking the Question mark next
to “Is the member in the expanded HH+ population?” on the Questionnaire, the following information
should be displayed: “HH+ Expanded Populations: Includes Central New York Psychiatric Center (CNYPC)
Releases, State Psychiatric Center Discharges, and High Need SMI. For eligibility requirements, see
corresponding guidance located here: https://omh.ny.gov/omhweb/adults/health_homes/ “.
21. The Rate Code 1874 description has been updated to be ‘HH Svcs-High Risk/Need’.
22. Providers can now end active enrollment segments for members with RE Code 81.
23. Submitting an M-record with no-change in primary or secondary information will now result in an error,
“record exists in current status, no modification requested”.

